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Diversifying economies beyond land-based activities and along coasts in a climate-smart way is critical to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) and delivering sustainable and inclusive growth. Success on the ocean economy frontier and climate change agenda at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC) COP-22 in Marrakesh includes: (i) implement the commitments made in Paris, (ii) support adaptation to a changing climate and (iii) transition towards an inclusive, resilient and low-carbon trajectory, by maximizing ocean potential. The goal in Marrakesh is to deliver transformational investment packages that build Africa’s capacity for climate-resilient ocean economies. Ocean-related action areas for Africa include sustainable fisheries and increased, healthy aquaculture, pristine coastlines, improved ports and shipping, renewable energy, tourism and innovative, sustainable finance.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDh2Cn2bNxk

Welcome to our web! Here you will find all the info you need.
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   PAVOI 14K Yellow Gold Plated Lightweight Chunky...  

 $13.95
 Buy on Amazon
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   PAVOI 14K Gold Plated Cross Necklace for Women |...  

 $12.95
 Buy on Amazon
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   PAVOI 18K Huggie 3 Earring Pack (8mm, 10mm and...  

 $18.45
 Buy on Amazon
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   PAVOI 14K Gold Plated 3mm Cubic Zirconia Classic...  

 $17.95
 Buy on Amazon
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   PAVOI 14K Yellow Gold Convertible Link Earrings...  

 $13.95
 Buy on Amazon
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Warner Bros.

 GOOD PRICE QUALITY RATIOBBC

Warner Bros.

Universal Pictures Home Entertainment
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 Planet Earth III [4K UHD/ Blu-ray]

 Godzilla vs. Kong (Blu-ray + DVD)

 Doctor Who: The Jodie Whitaker Collection

 CHiPs: The Complete Series Collection - Seasons 1 - 6 (DVD)

 The Bad Guys (Blu-ray)


 -
 -
 -
 -
 -

	TBD
	David Attenborough (Narrator)
	English (Subtitle)
	Audience Rating: Unrated (Not Rated)



	Alexander Skarsgård, Millie Bobby Brown, Rebecca Hall (Actors)
	Adam Wingard (Director) - Eric Pearson (Writer) - Mary Parent (Producer)
	Audience Rating: PG-13 (Parents Strongly Cautioned)



	Various (Actor)
	Various (Director)
	Audience Rating: NR (Not Rated)



	Various (Actor)
	Various (Director)
	English (Subtitle)
	English (Publication Language)



	Awkwafina, Richard Ayoade, Zazie Beetz (Actors)
	Pierre Perifel (Director) - Etan Cohen (Writer) - Damon Ross (Producer)
	Audience Rating: PG (Parental Guidance Suggested)




CHECK PRICE

CHECK PRICE

CHECK PRICE

CHECK PRICE

CHECK PRICE
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Planet Earth III [4K UHD/ Blu-ray]


 Score
 -

	TBD
	David Attenborough (Narrator)
	English (Subtitle)
	Audience Rating: Unrated (Not Rated)




CHECK PRICE



Warner Bros.
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Godzilla vs. Kong (Blu-ray + DVD)


 Score
 -

	Alexander Skarsgård, Millie Bobby Brown, Rebecca Hall (Actors)
	Adam Wingard (Director) - Eric Pearson (Writer) - Mary Parent (Producer)
	Audience Rating: PG-13 (Parents Strongly Cautioned)




CHECK PRICE



 GOOD PRICE QUALITY RATIOBBC
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Doctor Who: The Jodie Whitaker Collection


 Score
 -

	Various (Actor)
	Various (Director)
	Audience Rating: NR (Not Rated)




CHECK PRICE



Warner Bros.
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CHiPs: The Complete Series Collection - Seasons 1 - 6 (DVD)


 Score
 -

	Various (Actor)
	Various (Director)
	English (Subtitle)
	English (Publication Language)




CHECK PRICE



Universal Pictures Home Entertainment
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The Bad Guys (Blu-ray)


 Score
 -

	Awkwafina, Richard Ayoade, Zazie Beetz (Actors)
	Pierre Perifel (Director) - Etan Cohen (Writer) - Damon Ross (Producer)
	Audience Rating: PG (Parental Guidance Suggested)




CHECK PRICE
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 NEST New York Bamboo Scented Classic Candle
 	LUXURY GLASS CANDLE: 8.1-ounce decorative scented candle ideal for home relaxation and entertaining
	FLORAL AND ENCHANTING: White florals with an abundance of lush green notes and hints of sparkling citrus
	LONG-LASTING ELEGANCE: Candles crafted with proprietary, premium wax formulated to burn cleanly and evenly for 50–60 hours
	CRUELTY FREE: These richly scented candles are vegan and made without animal testing
	NEST NEW YORK: Where mood is elevated and scent is celebrated



 $42.92 
 Buy on Amazon
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 The Sak Lucia Crossbody Bag in Crochet, Convertible Purse with Adjustable Shoulder Strap, Natural Medallion
 	STYLISH & SPACIOUS: The Sak Lucia Crochet Crossbody purse is hand crocheted and easy to pair with womens fashion. This adjustable crossbody style tote makes it easy to go hands free at a moments notice
	PERFECT FOR EVERYDAY USE: Features a main zip closure and an interior with a back-wall zipper pocket and two front-wall, multi-functional zipper pockets
	ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS DESIGN: Bag exterior is 100% hand crochet. Bag interior is PETA-approved, Vegan Certified repreve lining made from recycled materials including plastic bottles
	DIMENSIONS & CARE: Bag dimensions are 11in L x 1.5in W x 11in H. Strap drop is up to 26in. For care, wipe clean with barely damp cloth and air dry
	THE SAK: We've always been about more than bags, capturing our love of hand-crafted, textural designs. We are B Corp certified, given to companies that meet the highest standards in creating a positive social & environmental impact



 $119.00 
 Buy on Amazon
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 Bellroy Hide & Seek Wallet (Slim Leather Bifold Design, RFID Protected, Holds 5-12 Cards, Coin Pouch, Flat Note Section, Hidden Pocket) - Black
 	Classic billfold format wallet, with a surprisingly slim profile.
	Fits 8 – 12 cards, flat bills and coins. 4 quick-draw slots keep your most frequently used cards handy. Hidden section stores extra bills, cards and coins out of sight.
	Made with premium full-grain leather, this wallet is designed to be used and loved for years, and comes backed by our 3-year warranty
	Measurements: 3.3 inches x 4.5 inches / 85mm x 115mm
	This wallet is made from premium, eco-tanned leather sourced from Leather Working Group gold-rated tanneries



 $89.00 
 Buy on Amazon
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 Teva Women's Hurricane XLT 2 Sandal, (Black) , 7
 	Quick-dry webbing made from recycled plastic using traceable, verifiable REPREVE polyester yarn by Unifi supports your foot and stands up to abuse | Easy hook-and-loop closure comes on and off quickly and gets the fit just right | Rubber outsole for durability and traction | Iconic Universal styling with a hearty platform for wear and tear. | Mini-me option to hang with Mom and Dad-Many shared webbings



 $69.95 
 Buy on Amazon
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 PICKBEAU 5 Pairs 18K Gold Plated Huggie Hoop Earrings Set for Women and Girls - Hypoallergenic 12 to 20mm Sizes
 	Hoop Earrings Set: The hoop earrings are made of high-quality 18k gold plating. Hypoallergenic and healthy, ideal for sensitive ears. These hoops are super cute, easy to put on/take off, and doesn't irritate your skin.
	Multiple Sizes to Choose From: 2.5mm thick 12/14/16/18/20mm diameter gold colored women's earrings set, with 5 pairs of nickel free and lead-free dyed earrings of different sizes in one package. The cartilage earrings are simple cuff design, combination and matching, can be worn in different parts of the ear. This are an eye-catching pieces, which is a pair of earrings in your jewelry collection.
	Convenient and Comfortable: These cartilage hoops are super comfy and don't cause any sort of skin irritation or discolor. The hoops are lightweight and slightly noticeable but you'll forget you have hoops on. You can wear these in the shower, ocean, and to sleep and haven't had any issues. No tarnishing, discoloration, or allergic reaction.
	Perfect Gift: Suitable for Mother's Day Valentine's Day Christmas Birthdays Engagement Brides Bridesmaids or Graduation for any woman teen children adults daughters girlfriend wife fiancee and will come with gift box.
	SERVICE GUARANTEE：To ensure your complete satisfaction, we offer a hassle-free 60-Day money-back or free exchange guarantee. Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions, we will reply you in within 24 hours.



 $9.88 
 Buy on Amazon
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 Teva Women's Tirra Sandal, Bering Sea, 8.5
 	Quick-dry webbing made from recycled plastic using traceable, verifiable REPREVE polyester yarn by Unifi supports your foot and stands up to abuse
	Easy hook-and-loop closure comes on and off quickly and gets the fit just right
	A cushioned Shoc Pad in the heel absorbs impact where you need it most
	A contoured EVA midsole gives you arch support that most sandals lack, Nylon shank stabilizes and supports your foot on uneven terrain
	Best for: day hikes, light hikes



 $57.99 
 Buy on Amazon
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 adidas Men’s Ultraboost Light Running Shoes (Ultraboost 23) Black/Black/Black 10.5
 	Running shoes with responsive cushioning
	CAN'T STOP. WON'T STOP: The incredible energy return of adidas BOOST is created by fusing together energy capsules, giving you the power to keep your feet moving
	ADIDAS PRIMEKNIT: Foot-hugging upper that wraps the foot with a supportive fit to enhance movement
	BETTER RUBBER: Continental Better Rubber is an innovative, sustainable compound made from 70% natural rubber, 20% virgin rubber and 10% conventional rubber; Officially licensed Continental product
	PARLEY OCEAN PLASTIC: This shoe's upper is made with a high-performance yarn which contains at least 50% Parley Ocean Plastic — reimagined plastic waste, intercepted on remote islands, beaches, coastal communities preventing it from polluting our ocean.



 $118.00 
 Buy on Amazon
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 Gold Hoop Earrings Set for Women, 14K Gold Plated Lightweight Hypoallergenic Chunky Open Hoops Set for Gift (Gold Small Size)
 	Fashion Earrings Set: This earrings set provides 6 different styles and designs such as croissants, tube, and chunky open to choose from. One set can meet your various occasions and wearing needs. Make you more elegant and attractive.
	14K Gold Quality: 14K real gold plating on the surface with 925 sterling silver pillars, lead-free and nickel-free, hypoallergenic, ensuring a durable wearing experience. These thick hoop earrings are exquisite and lightweight, comfortable to wear, easy to wear all day, enhance your daily fashion decoration color!
	Multiple Sizes: Provides six sizes of 14mm/16mm/18mm/20mm/22mm, which can be combined and matched to wear on different parts of the ear. It adopts a safe and strong top buckle and puncture design. It is very easy and comfortable to put on/take off.
	Our dainty jewelry packaged with a delicate gift bag and individually wrapped. perfect for women/teens/girls!
	✦17 MILE Jewelry ✦ Classic, fashionable, set, cost-effective, high-quality jewelry.



 $13.57 
 Buy on Amazon
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 adidas Men’s Ultraboost Light Running Shoes (Ultraboost 23) Black/Black/Black 10
 	Running shoes with responsive cushioning
	CAN'T STOP. WON'T STOP: The incredible energy return of adidas BOOST is created by fusing together energy capsules, giving you the power to keep your feet moving
	ADIDAS PRIMEKNIT: Foot-hugging upper that wraps the foot with a supportive fit to enhance movement
	BETTER RUBBER: Continental Better Rubber is an innovative, sustainable compound made from 70% natural rubber, 20% virgin rubber and 10% conventional rubber; Officially licensed Continental product
	PARLEY OCEAN PLASTIC: This shoe's upper is made with a high-performance yarn which contains at least 50% Parley Ocean Plastic — reimagined plastic waste, intercepted on remote islands, beaches, coastal communities preventing it from polluting our ocean.



 $108.00 
 Buy on Amazon
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 NEST New York Driftwood & Chamomile Scented Classic Candle
 	LUXURY GLASS CANDLE: 8.1-ounce decorative scented candle ideal for home relaxation and entertaining
	GOURMAND AND ENCHANTING: A tranquil blend of chamomile, driftwood, sandalwood, and vanilla bean.
	LONG-LASTING ELEGANCE: Candles crafted with proprietary, premium wax formulated to burn cleanly and evenly for 50–60 hours
	CRUELTY FREE: These richly scented candles are vegan and made without animal testing
	NEST NEW YORK: Where mood is elevated and scent is celebrated



 $43.49 
 Buy on Amazon
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 ECOHUB Personal Item Bag 16'' Small Duffel Bag Travel Bag Weekender Bag Gym Bag Tote Duffel bag Overnight Bags Travel Essentials for Women and Men Shoulder Bag Carry On Shoes Bag (Black)
 	【THE PERFECT PERSONAL ITEM BAG FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL】: The perfect personal item bag compliant bag for airline travel in the world. In the US, SAVE YOUR CARRY ON CHARGES with airlines. Don't stress about extra costs when flying with Spirit, Frontier, Ryanair or EasyJet. It can be placed under seat to save your overweight charges.（PATENT PENDING）
	【LAPTOP COMPARTMENT & WET POCKET & SHOE BAG】: This ECOHUB travel bag designed a dry wet separation bag for toiletries, a padded laptop/file compartment for 13.3" laptops, and a shoe/laundry bag; totally up to 9 pockets to meet your business trips or daily use. 2 front & back pockets for quick access your phone, boarding pass, id card, and passport; 2 side pockets hold water bottles.
	【EASY CARRYING】: ECOHUB small duffel bag sets have a trolley sleeve which fits common suitcase 18 to 32 inch for easy carrying. A detachable padded shoulder strap and top padded handles are built for comfort. Also, the exterior pockets make it a convenient under seat flight bag which allows quick access to anything that you need throughout your flight.
	【RECYCLED PET HIGH QUALITY FABRIC】: ECOHUB weekender bag is 100% eco-friendly because it is made from 21 PLASTIC PET bottles! Its recycled fabric is water-resistant and lightweight and certified by GRS. Also built with heavy duty SBS brand zippers, reinforced ripstop stitching and food grade recyclable EVA material, ECOHUB travel bag guarantees the top quality.
	【VERSATILE】: The ECOHUB tote Duffel bag is not only built for daily needs, but also for air travel, such as overnight and weekend trips, outdoor activities,universities, offices, excursions, gym, and hospital bag for women men and kids. The travel bag is a great gift to your family for any festival and hoilday.（PATENT PENDING）



 $26.99 
 Buy on Amazon
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 Manduka Yogitoes Yoga Mat Towel - Lightweight, Quick Drying Microfiber, Non Slip Skidless Technology, Use in Hot Yoga, Vinyasa and Power, 71" x 24", Midnight
 	YOGITOES: Yogitoes help prevent slipping no matter how much you move or sweat. Ultra absorbent, lightweight and quick drying—Durable and lightweight enough to take anywhere: the beach, gym, studio, pilates, or traveling
	ANTI-SLIP BOTTOM: Yogitoes features our patented Skidless Technology, which utilizes 100% silicone nubs to grip your mat and keep you in place. Ideal for hot yoga or any super sweaty practice
	YOGA SUPPORT: Ultra absorbent, quick drying, sweat-wicking to prevent slipping and injury during your practice. Our Yogitoes are sustainable, soft and hygienic. Comes in a variety of beautiful and unique designs
	ECO-FRIENDLY: Each is made from no fewer than four discarded plastic bottles, keeping them from landfills or polluting the ocean. Bottles are woven into 50% poly yarn that requires 66% less energy to produce. Dyes have no AZO, lead, or heavy metals
	PRODUCT DETAILS: 71" To use: Place towel on top of your yoga mat or directly on the floor, dot side down. Machine wash cold with like colors, tumble dry low or hang to dry. 50% Recycled Polyester 40% Polyester 10% Nylon 100% Silicone nubs



 $68.00 
 Buy on Amazon
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 Bo.Dream 3ct Cushion Cut Cubic Zirconia CZ Engagement Rings for Women Platinum Plated Sterling Silver (6)
 	This elongated cushion cut engagement rings for women design featuring center stone 3 carat (8mm x 10mm)AAAAA cubic zirconia, there is a 3mm stone underneath, embedded in the metal, scrolled with total 0.36ct delicate smaller CZ stones in both paved bands. This stunning ring total carat weight 3.36ct.
	Crafted in solid .925 Sterling Silver, platinum plating added to enhance shine and durability. Nickel free, safe for wearers with nickel allergies.
	5A Cubic Zirconia (CZ)'s sparkle, durability, affordable price and ethical sustainable resources make this stone the perfect engagement, anniversary or travel ring choice.
	A size 6 ring for women. This ring is true to size. please reference : Inside Diameter 0.65inch (16.5mm), Inside Circumference 2.041inch (51.8mm)
	This 3ct cushion ring comes in a free Bo.Dream jewelry box. It is great for gift, vacation, travel replacement your diamond engagement rings.



 $36.72 
 Buy on Amazon
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 Pura Vida Rose Quartz Bracelet - Handcrafted with Iron-Coated Copper Charm - Wax-Coated, 100% Waterproof
 	FOUNDED IN COSTA RICA - Pura Vida handcrafts the best brand bracelet, providing jobs to artisans making good bracelets and raising awareness for charities. A Beach Bracelet or String Bracelets are only the beginning.
	WAX COATED WATERPROOF -Bracelet waterproof. One bracelet for surfing, snowboarding, or even showering. Summer Bracelets & Trendy Bracelets you can enjoy while swimming or boating. The perfect fashion jewelry accessory.
	THE HANDMADE BE GOOD BRACELET - Only good vibes with the good vibes brand, Pura Vida Bracelets. Their aim was to create a charm bracelet that is pura and good. Artisan bracelets.
	BRANDED CHARM BRACELET - All Pura Vida brand bracelets have a beautifully iron-coated copper “P” charm. Take that bracelet and wear it with other fashionable bracelets.
	ADJUSTABLE SLIPKNOT - For bracelet thin, bracelet wide, bracelet large, bracelet small, bracelet big, or bracelet loose, simply adjust. Bracelet has adjustable band from 2-5 inches in diameter to fit you perfectly.



 $9.99 
 Buy on Amazon
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 Pura Vida Bracelets Pack Spring Break Friendship Bracelet Pack - Set of 10 Stackable Bracelets for Women, Cute Bracelets for Teen Girls, Beach Bracelet & Accessories for Teens - 10 String Bracelets
 	Artfully Handmade with Love: Beautifully made, each Pura Vida accessory is crafted by expert artisans in Costa Rica, El Salvador, India, and more. Our goal is to provide sustainable jobs to artisans worldwide and give back to causes you care about.
	10 Bracelets for a Showstopping Stack: Look effortlessly cool with our boho bracelets! Set includes Sky's the Limit, Ocean Sunrise, Sea Sun Sand, Brighter Days, White Sands, Spring Skies, Isla, Rose Quartz, Sunset, and Beach Life bracelet.
	Stay Stylish While Enjoying Water Activities: Our friendship bracelets for women are 100% waterproof. Surf, snowboard, swim, or take a shower with them on! Its wax-coated strings won't fade or disintegrate even when it comes into contact with water.
	Easily Adjustable for a Perfect Fit: Our adjustable bracelets for women come with a sliding knot that allows wearers to create the perfect fit! Each bracelet can be adjusted from approximately 2 to 5 inches in diameter to accommodate larger wrists.
	Mix & Match for a Statement Look: Wear them together or on their own—they're perfect either way! Mix and match our stackable bracelets for women with your favorite necklace, earring, ring, or anklet to elevate your style on your next beach trip!



 $49.99 
 Buy on Amazon
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 Sherpani Soleil, Anti Theft Convertible Backpack, Laptop Backpack, Travel Backpack, Tote Bag, Crossbody Bag, Backpack Purse for Women, Fits 15 Inch Laptop (Carbon)
 	FUNCTIONAL DESIGN - EXTERIOR - The Soleil AT has two exterior zipper pockets, a front slip pocket, two side water bottle pockets and a back luggage handle sleeve. INTERIOR - There is a deep main zipper compartment with slip pockets for phone, pen holders, a side water bottle pocket, a key fob and a laptop sleeve. We want you to love your Soleil AT. This product is not intended for use by children 12 and under.
	UNIQUE FABRIC - The combination of 100% Mélange & Ballistic Nylon threads makes the Soleil a lightweight, water-resistant and durable bag. The interior lining of the Soleil AT is a pale blue color which allows easier visibility into your bag when searching for those hard-to-find accessories. High quality vegan leather trim and detailing. The Soleil repurposes 40 plastic bottles.
	ANTI THEFT FEATURES - This bag is equipped with RFID protection, exterior zipper lock tunnels, a clip lock for the main compartment opening, and a chair loop lock system. The bottom of the bag is lined with anti-slash fabric and the crossbody strap is also slash proof.
	COMFORT and FIT - The Soleil AT was designed for functionality. A 49-inch removable, adjustable crossbody strap, allows you to wear this bag as a crossbody, a tote or a backpack. We offer our bags in a variety of great colors so that you can express yourself and style, whether you use them for vacation, work, travel, business, outdoor adventure or other daily activities. A perfect friend, coworkers, or the extraordinary women in your life.
	WARRANTY & DIMENSIONS - All of our bags come with Sherpani lifetime warranty. To submit a warranty claim or for more information contact us! Exterior Dimensions - 11'' x 15'' x 4.5'', 26 Oz, 15" Laptop Compatible, 14L capacity.



 $135.00 
 Buy on Amazon
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 14K Yellow Gold Round Black Tahitian Cultured Pearl Stud Earrings - 9mm-10mm
 	BOLD LUXURY – Add an unmistakably luxe touch to any outfit with these stunning black Tahitian cultured pearl earrings. Each features a perfectly-matched pair of lustrous genuine cultured pearls from the waters of Tahiti, in a quintessentially classic neutral hue set in invisible 14 karat gold settings. The friction posts and butterfly backs are comfortable and secure, ensuring these round ball-shaped earrings stay put. In your choice of sizes and metal colors.
	AN ELEGANT EXPRESSION – This gorgeous cultured freshwater pearl jewelry adds a luminous glow to your look. Symbolizing purity and transformation, pearls have been coveted for millennia for their rare beauty and connection to exotic seas. Pearl is the modern and Ayurvedic birthstone for June, the mystical birth month gem of November and symbolizes the Gemini zodiac sign. Make this lovely design from our Amazon collection your signature piece, and you’ll win compliments every time you wear it.
	THE UTMOST IN QUALITY – At Blue Ocean Pearls, we choose only the most excellent quality cultured pearls that are sustainably harvested by hand. Our hand-picked pearls are truly exceptional AAA+ quality and feature superior luster and uniformity, without the blemishes or uneven color common to cheaper pearls you may find online. Each piece is designed and made right in the heart of New York City, USA by artisans with decades of experience. Wear our lovingly handcrafted jewelry with pride.
	PERFECTLY GIFTABLE - Pearls are the traditional 30th wedding anniversary gift, making this piece a sentimental present for wives, mothers, and grandmothers. Want to surprise your girlfriend on Valentine’s Day? Need a birthday gift idea for your mom, daughter, sister, granddaughter, or best friend? Packaged in a signature presentation box or pouch, this special piece is ready for giving. Or treat yourself and be dressed to impress for a girl’s night out, date, holiday celebration or any event!
	HAPPINESS GUARANTEED – At Blue Ocean Pearls, we pride ourselves on our exceptional quality and world-class customer service. Each of our products is meticulously inspected and packaged with care to make sure you are getting the very best! If you aren’t completely delighted for any reason, we offer a No-Questions-Asked Money-Back Guarantee for 30 days after purchase. AND, we stand behind all our products with a Lifetime Warranty against manufacturer defects. Buy with confidence today!



 $477.87
 Buy on Amazon
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 Bellroy Slim Sleeve (Slim Bifold Leather Wallet) - Charcoal - Cocoa Java
 	Super slim profile, for minimalists who carry sparsely
	Best suited to 4 - 8 cards and folded bills
	2 quick-access slots for daily cards, plus a clever pull-tab section for the rest
	Made from environmentally certified top-grain leather
	Measures 3 inches tall x 3.7 inches wide / 80mm tall x 95mm wide



 $79.00 
 Buy on Amazon
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 Teva Boy's T Psyclone XLT Sport Sandal, Navy, 7 M US Toddler
 	A premium upper of rich, supple nubuck for a luxe look and feel, Multiple points of adjustability let you dial in the absolute perfect fit
	Easy hook-and-loop closure comes on and off quickly and gets the fit just right, Injection-molded strap ends for quick and easy grip and adjustability
	Rubber outsole for durability and traction
	EVA-foam midsole for lightweight cushioning
	Best for: getting around town,water activities



 $26.45 
 Buy on Amazon
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 Hagon PRO Rain Ponchos for Adults - Cornstarch Poncho (5 Pack) - Rain Poncho for Women and Men for Camping and Survival Gear
 	♻️ 100% PLANT-BASED MATERIAL: Our disposable rain ponchos are the perfect choice for you and your family as they are made from completely plant-based material that is an innovative and unique alternative if you don't want to wear the classic plastic PE rain ponchos anymore - JOIN THE RACE TO MAKE THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE!
	♻️ UNIVERSAL FIT & PORTABLE DESIGN: Our clear rain poncho with hood is made to fit perfectly for both adult and youth, men and women, boys and girls. You don't have to worry about the bad weather anymore even if you leave the house for a short walk or for a longer trip. Our rain ponchos will keep you dry while enjoying all your outdoor activities - A SMART CHOICE FOR A HAPPY LIFE!
	♻️ HIGHEST QUALITY & DURABILITY: Even if our rain ponchos are completely made of cornstarch, the thickness of the material makes them waterproof, will keep you dry during the rainy days and does not rip so easily when you put them on. The corn starch material is much more elastic than PE plastic and this property makes it more resistant and durable - QUALITY IS A CHOICE, CHOOSE TO MAKE IT BETTER!
	♻️ LIGHTWEIGHT & EASY TO CARRY: Our adult rain ponchos come individually wrapped in a practical and easy to open package. Carry it in your pocket, purse or backpack and you will be delighted when it comes in handy in those emergency situations when the rain or snow starts out of nowhere. You can easily take it around with you for theme or amusement parks, camping or hiking - MAKE THE MOST OUT OF IT!
	♻️ BEST ALTERNATIVE FOR PLASTIC PONCHOS: Our rain poncho is made from corn starch, which is an annually renewable resource. It is a great alternative to regular polyethylene plastic poncho - BE PART OF THE CHANGE!



 $12.99 
 Buy on Amazon




https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0AOkDpzNBM

Building on commitments made on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in NY and at COP21 in Paris, the World Bank’s Africa Climate Business Plan as well as the WBG’s Climate Change Action Plan and AU’s Agenda 2063, this African Ministerial Conference on Ocean Economies and Climate Change (Mauritius, September 1-2, 2016) will be a decision-forcing two day event that will:
(a) Muster international political leadership and sustain momentum on the need for climate action in building sustainable ocean economies ahead of the COP22.
(b) Place Mauritius as an African international center of ocean economic forum to attract and demonstrate African leadership, as well as institutional investors and donors and partners in the area of ocean economy and climate change.
(c) To present an “African Ocean Economy and Climate Action Agenda” which will have as a key component an “African Oceans Finance Package” (entailing an investment agenda catalyzed by a number of government and company commitments and partnerships in pursuit of climate-smart investments in African ocean economies) for the benefit of African coastal and insular countries and to be announced at the UNFCCC COP22 in Marrakesh in November 2016. The format would be similar to the thematic sessions held at COP21 as part of the (Lima-Paris Action Agenda).
(d) To enhance the capacity of Sub-Saharan Africa to plan and implement climate-resilient and low-carbon development. A number of priority areas for action will be needed to enhance Africa’s capacity to build climate-resilient ocean economies such as fisheries and aquaculture, integrity of the coastline, ports and shipping, renewable energy, tourism, and horizontal themes such as capacity building and finance.
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